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Martino. “We’re not trying to match
ads to people; we’re trying to match
content to people, content that they’ll
care about, engage with and love.”
Aggregate Knowledge is one of a
diverse score of companies including
the likes of Digg, Reddit and StumbleUpon that serve what media expert Tim Hanlon calls the need for
“guidance and navigation” in a media world characterized by enormous, underorganized piles of audio,
video and text content. Until now,
Google and its ilk have been the alpha
and omega of navigating those piles,
but the old search box only gets you
so far if you’re not sure what keyword to punch in. “Search implies
you know what you’re looking for,”
said Mr. Hanlon, senior VP-ventures
at Publicis Groupe’s Denuo.
Discovery, moments of fortuitous
relevance—not search and not ads—
are what Aggregate Knowledge is delivering. And not so serendipitously,
it’s helping retailers add incremental
revenue and content sites to keep visitors around. On Overstock’s site, it
operates a recommendation engine
that’s already helped the retailer with
its cross-selling efforts. The simple
“People who bought this also
bought” window that pops up on
product pages was responsible for
20% of the company’s holiday sales,
results that earned Mr. Martino’s
company a shout-out from CEO
Patrick Byrne on earnings calls.
The Washington Post’s website
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cording to Nielsen Media Research’s
Nielsen Adviews.
But contributions don’t seem to
be living up to the hype. Richard
Feachem, executive director of the
Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, the recipient of
money raised by Red, told The
Boston Globe in December, “We
may be over the $100 million mark
by the end of Christmas.”
Rajesh Anandan, the Global
Fund’s head of private-sector partnerships, said Mr. Feachem was misquoted, and defended the efforts by
Red to increase the Global Fund’s private-sector donations, which totaled
just $5 million from 2002 to 2005.
(The U.S. Congress just approved a
$724 million pledge to the Global
Fund, on top of $1.9 billion already
given and $650 million from the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation.)
“Red has done as much as we could
have hoped for in the short time it has
been up and running,” he said, adding:
“The launch cost of this kind of campaign is going to be hugely frontloaded. It’s a very costly exercise.”
Julie Cordua, VP-marketing at
Red and a former Motorola marketing exec and director-buzz marketing at Helio, said the outlay by the
program’s partners must be understood within the context of the campaign’s goal: sustainability. “It’s not

has a similar feature that recommends relevant stories. Caroline Little, publisher-CEO of Washington
Post.Newsweek Interactive, said it’s
too soon to tell how its recommendation window will affect page views or
time spent on the site. “It does look
very promising,” she said. “We say
we’re Amazon-ing our site.”
At this point, neither Overstock
nor the work done for The Washington Post truly capitalizes on the scale
of computing that Aggregate
Knowledge brings to bear—countless “predicates” that relay simple
bits of behavior such as “User 27
added Item 83 to his cart at 4 o’clock”
or “User 28 looked at news story 47
at 6 o’clock” collated into a recommendation system based on the behavior of large groups of people. Pick
your metaphor to describe it: “Wisdom of Crowds” thinking meets the
algorithm or an Amazon.com-style
recommendation engine on steroids,
blown out across a network of sites
that gather vast amounts of browsing and buying information.
“That network is really what the
magic is,” Mr. Martino said in an interview. “If you just have a recommendation box on your site, you’re
missing out on the magic of everyone’s collective experience.”
In the days since it came out at a
January tech conference, Aggregate
Knowledge has aggressively publicized the Overstock case study, but
Mr. Martino is more cautious in talking about how his service will work
when the collective discovery network—his supercomputing pot—
emerges from testing in coming

Charity it ain’t
Red is not a
charity. Rather,
it’s a brand
created by a
for-profit
company
called
Persuaders,
which oversees agreements with six
major brands (Gap, Apple, Converse,
Motorola, American Express and
Emporio Armani), according to Julie
Cordua, VP-marketing. In exchange
for use of the Red brand and the
luster of Bono’s stardom, brands pay
an annual licensing fee and agree to
contribute a percentage of profits
from Red-branded products.

a charity program of them writing a
one-time check. It has to make good
business sense for the company so
the money will continue to flow to
the Global Fund over time.” She
added that since many of Red’s partners haven’t closed their books yet
on 2006, more funds likely will be
added to the $18 million.
But is the rise of philanthropic
fashionistas decked out in Red Tshirts and iPods really the best way to
save a child dying of AIDS in Africa?
The campaign’s inherent appeal to
conspicuous consumption has spurred
a parody by a group of San Francisco
designers and artists, who take issue

months. Most disruptively, it could
push media companies into recommending competitors—perhaps trading the sacrosanct integrity of a website’s boundaries for more trust and
loyalty from consumers who, as Mr.
Hanlon put it, “don’t care about
walled gardens.”
He’s cagey on how this will take
shape, but said, “You’re going to see
that with a whole lot of media partners over the next several months.”
Ms. Little said her outfit is considering expanding to recommend products and content from other sites,
provided the context is right and the
relevance is there. “You’re not going to talk to just one person at a party,” she said. “If you think of the internet as one big party, we want to
have some role in introducing them
to people and helping them sift
through all the information out
there.”
Of the dozen companies he’s
working with, Mr. Martino has revealed only a few—in addition to
WashingtonPost.com and Overstock, ABC and NBC stores managed by Delivery Agent. He said the
rest are companies that rank among
the 200 most popular websites as
ranked by Alexa. In addition to
drafting other online stores, publishers and social networks, Mr. Martino’s firm is doing deals with webservice providers to make the sites
more engaging. Today, Aggregate
Knowledge is announcing a partnership with Bazaarvoice, a company
that manages online customer reviews for massive retailers such as
Sears and Dell.
with Bono’s rallying cry. “Shopping is
not a solution. Buy less. Give more,” is
the message at buylesscrap.org, which
encourages people to give directly to
the Global Fund.
“The Red campaign proposes consumption as the cure to the world’s
evils,” said Ben Davis, creative director at Word Pictures Ideas, co-creator
of the site. “Can’t we just focus on the
real solution—giving money?”
Trent Stamp, president of Charity Navigator, which rates the spending practices of 5,000 nonprofits, said
he’s concerned about the campaign’s
impact on the next generation. “The
Red campaign can be a good start or
it can be a colossal waste of money,
and it all depends on whether this
edgy, innovative campaign inspires
young people to be better citizens or
just gives them an excuse to feel
good about themselves while they
buy an overpriced item they don’t
really need.”
Mark Rosenman, a longtime activist in the nonprofit sector and a
public-service professor at the Union
Institute & University in Cincinnati,
said the disparity between the marketing outlay and the money raised
by Red is illustrative of some of the
biggest fears of nonprofits in the U.S.
“There is a broadening concern
that business is taking on the patina
of philanthropy and crowding out
philanthropic activity and even substituting for it,” he said. “It benefits
the for-profit partners much more
than the charitable causes.”
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Spot highlighting GE’s shift
to eco-friendly is quite a catch
Fishermen haul up their nets and discover, amid a pitiful handful of fish,
thousands of bottles of water.
Is it a Greenpeace ad decrying ocean dumping? No, the fishermen toss
the fish right back over the side. They’re trolling for water! It’s a GE ad about
new technology for desalination. “Ecomagination at work.”
Clever twist. Inspiring technology. Kind of makes you admire … gulp …
GE?! The company that dumped PCBs in the Hudson?
See, the thing about advertising is, it works.
Or, anyway, it can work—if the audience is actually there, and if the
practitioners know what they’re about. By its mere presence, of course,
advertising works at a basic level: conferring awareness, substance and
credibility to a brand. In the rarest of cases, it can also represent the very
essence of the brand, transcending the goods themselves: Nike and
Marlboro, for instance.
But advertising has one more remarkable quality, one seldom asked of
it these days, at least in broadcast form: the power to persuade. To change
minds, and feelings, on a mass scale.
Propaganda, in other words.
Needless to say, this power can be
deployed for good or evil. Consider antitobacco advertising, which has helped
reduce consumption and propelled changes
in social and governmental norms. Then
think about cigarette advertising itself,
which for decades positioned the products
as beneficial and then—in the face of
scientific evidence to the contrary—benign.
The problem is figuring out when
persuasion is serving truth and when it is
serving lies. Or both. In advertising, that
problem is never more evident than in
discussion of the environment.
Sometimes it’s easy, such as when the
sleazebags at the Competitive Enterprise
Institute tried to confuse the public about
greenhouse gasses by focusing on the
importance of the life cycle of carbon
dioxide—an irrelevancy to the question of
Ad: GE
climate change. “Carbon dioxide,” said the
ads that ran last summer. “They call it
Agency:
pollution. We call it life.” What scum.
BBDO Worldwide
But what about when Toyota boasts about
Location: New York
its Prius hybrid? Are we supposed to credit the
effort to find a cleaner car, or think about the Land Cruiser, which is an
environmental abomination? And consider BP, which five years ago adopted a
new green and yellow logo shaped like a blooming flower. It’s a cynical, dishonest
and unforgivably manipulative little trick. Yet even we here at AdReview have to
force ourselves, when we pass its gas stations, to remember that BP isn’t really
some sort of kinder, gentler eco-friendly oil company.
This brings us to GE. Two years ago, it unveiled its Ecomagination
campaign, showcasing the various steps it was taking not only to safeguard
the environment but to make boatloads of money safeguarding the
environment. The ads from BBDO Worldwide, New York, were clever and
beautifully produced (all GE ads from BBDO are beautifully produced), but
they raised the question: Is this for real, or just the latest greenwashing of a
serial polluter? Are they enlightening us or tricking us?
Well, nobody is pure, and propaganda is never the same as truth. But
this campaign legitimately reflects the corporate vision to develop
clean(er) technologies for industrial customers in energy, transportation
and so on—45 products (up from 17 at launch) that will generate $13 billion
in 2007 revenue. Seems pretty real to us.
And so we can feel our admiration without shame, having been
persuaded that a gigantic, soulless corporation can—if only through the
miracle of institutionalized greed—work for the greater good. This is not
something we’d have thought about if we hadn’t seen a few TV
commercials. See, the thing about advertising is, it works.
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